
Chapter 1: Being Good Is Boring

Reflect:
How does Lin feel about leaving her brother? Have you ever felt you have been 
told to do something without a choice? How did that make you feel?

Activity:
Imagine you had to leave your home in a rush and you were unable to say goodbye 
to your loved ones, just like Lin. Write a letter to a loved one to say goodbye.

Chapter 2:  The Nine-hour Flight with a Talking Box

Reflect:
Lin feels many emotions in the second chapter of Bad Panda. Write  
down the sentence that shows each emotion she feels.
Example Sad: Lin felt a heavy pain in her chest.

 Excited: ....................................................
 Scared: .....................................................

Activity:
Create your very own panda airline. Think about the name 
of your airline and how you stand out from other airlines. 
Create a poster or pamphlet to entice pandas on to your 
flights.
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Chapter 3: Pigeons Are the Worst

Reflect:
Lin has arrived at the zoo. Think about how she feels. She enjoys the kindness 
of the zookeepers but is upset to be away from her brother. Have you ever had 
conflicting feelings? What was happening at the time when you felt this way?

Activity:
Lin is new to the zoo. Help her make friends. Think about times when you were 
new to school and making friends – write down some tips for Lin.

Chapter 4: Being Badder Than Bad

Reflect:
Lin wants to be bad! What does it mean to be ‘naughty’ 
and is it OK to be naughty? What stops you from doing 
naughty things? How do you know what  
is right and wrong?

Activity:
Discuss your answers to the above questions in a group – 
try to consider alternative viewpoints. It’s important the 
children talk to each other without judgement.
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Chapter 5: Scale Up

Reflect:
Lin and Fu meet Malo. Look at the pandas’ expressions in the comic strip. What 
are Lin’s first impressions of Malo? What are Fu’s first impressions of Malo?

Activity:
Lin and Fu plan to turn themselves into snakes. Create snake masks for the pandas 
using recycled materials.

Chapter 6: Lin and King Cobra

Reflect:
How do you think Lin feels when she meets King Cobra? What do you think the 
author is trying to say about how Lin is feeling when she writes ‘Lin’s insides felt 
like wet spaghetti . . .’?

Activity:
Using the characters of Lin, King Cobra, Naja and Fu, 
create a play, based on Chapter 6, in small groups. Think 
about your characters, rehearse and perform the plays to 
each other.
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Chapter 7: Rampage!

Reflect:
Lin frees the animals and the zoo is turned on its head. Are zoos a good idea? 
Some argue that animals suffer by being enclosed in cages and that capturing 
animals breaks up families. While others suggest that by bringing people and 
animals together, zoos can teach us how to protect animals and provide a safe 
home for rescued animals. Discuss these ideas as a class.

Activity:
Create a zoo. Plan how it will look and how it will be fair to both animals and 
people.

Chapter 8: The Baddest of the Bad

Reflect:
What happens next? Swapna Haddow and Sheena 
Dempsey are working on the next book already but what 
do you think happens to Lin now? What kind of adventures 
would you like to see her go on?

Activity:
Create a Bad Panda comic. Create new characters and new 
adventures and let the children’s imaginations run wild!
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